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USB Simplifies Branding but Reintroduces 
Active Cables 

by GLENN FLEISHMAN   

Every time the USB Implementers Forum posted a new set of logos describing ever more USB speeds, 
electrical power possibilities, and display parameters, it resulted in an outpouring of confusion, ridicule, 
and anger—yes, anger. See, for instance, “USBefuddled: Untangling the Rat’s Nest of USB-C Stan-
dards and Cables” (3 December 2021). But at long last, the USB-IF has finally made things better, with 
a simplified set of USB logos! 

At the same time, however, a somewhat hidden aspect of USB4 cables comes to the fore with the an-
nouncement of an upcom-
ing 80 Gbps version of 
USB4. Yes, it’s the return 
of having to worry about 
the distinction between 
passive and active cables—
or is it? I explore below. 

A Fresh, Simple Look 
Focused on Data Rates 

Years of multiplying 
USB standards led to a 
proliferation of labels and 
combinations of marks like 
those shown below. 

Intel’s competing 
Thunderbolt group even 
poked fun at USB’s label-
ing profusion on USB-C 
cables. 
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The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, October 10, 2022, via a ZOOM video 
conference. FYI: An email containing the the Meet-
ing ID and password will be sent to all members. 

The meeting will be divided in to two parts. The 
First part starting at 10:00 will focus on Reminders, 
Messages. Starting at 11:00 it will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod mobile 
devices.  

All are invited, but new users are especially encour-
aged to attend this meeting. Bring your tips and 
tricks, questions and suggestions.  

Go to: https://www.smmug.org/meeting-info 
to find the instructions for attending our ZOOM 
meetings. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website. 

Scan this QR code to be taken to our  
SMMUG web site

ADVERTISING 
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit. 
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MEETING DATES 
  
Our regular monthly meetings are on the second 
Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
dates are as follows: 

October 10 
November 14 
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MISSED AN ISSUE? 

You can find the previous issues of the Sili-
con Summit posted in PDF format at the 
SMMUG website.
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6:45 Networking Break 
7:00 Organizing  your Photos and Organiz-
ing your Passwords 
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Announcements 

October Guest Speaker 
David Cox will conduct the October presentation via a FaceTime call. His topics are: Organizing your Photos 
and Organizing your Passwords. 

Door Prizes For The October Meeting: 
$10 
Halo light 
SanDisk 1TB SSD 

Club News
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From Thunderbolt marketing materials, an honest joke about USB labeling across the USB-C connector. 
Now, at least for future products, we can move on. With little fanfare, the USB-IF has updated its USB Enabling Connections site with a new 

approach. 
Instead of forcing consumers to use versioning terminology such as 

USB 3.2 Gen 2×2 or messing around with marketing terms like “Super-
Speed+,” the USB-IF has simplified things so you can now write some-
thing like“USB 20Gbps.” The version details still exist and have meaning 
for developers and engineers, but most of the consumer-level branding 
now boils down to just the following four packaging labels, indicating the 
maximum supported data rate. 

Behind the scenes, here’s what those labels correspond to: 
• USB 5Gbps: USB 3.0 and 3.1 Gen 1 
• USB 10Gbps: USB 3.1 Gen 2, 3.2 Gen 2×1, and 3.2 Gen 1×2 
• USB 20Gbps: USB 3.2 Gen 2×2 
• USB 40Gbps: USB4’s initial version as currently shipping 

A future update to USB4, announced by the technical part of the USB-IF as “USB4 2.0,” will almost certainly be publicly labeled “USB 
80Gbps.” 

A similar set of 
logos will appear on 
cable plugs. For the 
two fastest current 
USB4 flavors, the 
USB-IF created a 
grid to show how 
they would appear 
on packaging (left 
column) and on 
ports, cables, and chargers (right two columns). 

As USB data rates and standards’ names became more complicated, the options for 
charging wattage have been distilled down to just two: 60 watts and 240 watts, with 
future USB chargers using the logos below. 

Not listed is the 100W charging rate that’s also the minimum wattage for a Thund-
erbolt 3- or 4-compatible cable. Apparently, a cable needs only a very minor upgrade to 
handle 240W, and it makes sense to support that new maximum performance for 
upcoming USB-C–connected gear. 100W cables will continue to be recognized and offer up to that wattage; less-expensive cables generally not in-
tended for laptop charging can instead opt for 60W. 

A spokesperson for the USB-IF, Joe Balich, wrote via email that the group had just recently pushed out these updates after years of changing and 
expanding branding and labeling. With these changes, USB-IF drops its now-obsolete SuperSpeed label. 

Balich said, “We encourage our members and manufacturers overall to follow our updated Language Usage Guidelines when describing and mar-
keting their Certified USB solutions to general consumers.” The membership group itself doesn’t enforce branding because it doesn’t have any big 
sticks it can wave: the group is run by a collection of nearly all the major computer, mobile, cable, charger, and peripheral manufacturers, and they 
don’t impose those sorts of rules on themselves. The value of simple, consistent marketing is supposed to be its own reward. 

You can see the old labeling in action on the Mac Studio. Apple describes the desktop machine as having “four Thunderbolt 4 ports,” which it 
then defines as supporting “Thunderbolt 4 (up to 40Gb/s), DisplayPort, USB 4 (up to 40Gb/s), USB 3.1 Gen 2 (up to 10Gb/s),” plus “two USB-A 
ports (up to 5Gb/s).” (The reason for that very specific language? Those ports support USB 3.1 Gen 2, which offers a maximum of 10 Gbps, not 3.2 
Gen 2×2, which would allow 20 Gbps. A slightly different controller would have been required for the 20 Gbps variant of USB 3.x.) 

If Apple adopted the new USB guidelines, it could trim these definitions and say the Mac Studio had four USB-C ports that support Thunderbolt 
4, USB 40Gbps, USB 10Gbps, and DisplayPort, plus two USB-A ports with USB 5Gbps. That seems simpler to me! Apple could leave the “40 
Gbps” parenthetical on Thunderbolt 4 or footnote the rate. (The fact that Apple supports either 10 Gbps over USB 3.1 Gen 2 or 40 Gbps over 
USB4, which is backward-compatible to 20 Gbps rates over USB4, is a whole other bit of confusing circuitry in the Thunderbolt/USB controller 
chips.) 

Continued from page 1

The new, simple USB standards graphics for packaging and 
marketing

https://www.enablingusb.org/usb-performance
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220901005211/en/USB-Promoter-Group-Announces-USB4%C2%AE-Version-2.0
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After writing an entire book about cable and standards complexity, Take Control of Untangling Connections, I can’t express how glad I am to see a 

straightforward story: a single number, simplified logos, and less frustration for users. 
Active Cables Make a Return, Along with Improvements 

There’s one remaining nit with USB standards surrounding passive and active cables, with changes that appeared with USB4 and another upcom-
ing change in the recently announced USB 80Gbps. Compared to passive cables, active cables have additional circuitry that makes it possible to 
maintain the cable’s maximum possible throughput over longer distances. In the past, you could purchase either passive or (more expensive) active 
Thunderbolt 3 cables, but you would be hard-pressed to look at the two kinds side by side and know which was which—and thus which could per-
form better. 

Thunderbolt 3 was the first version of that standard to introduce the distinction of active and passive cables; USB had avoided it by having a single 
cable definition for USB 1.0 through 3.2. In Thunderbolt 3, passive cables supported the full 40 Gbps over cables of no more than 0.5 meters (20 
inches); longer passive Thunderbolt 3 cables dropped to a maximum of 20 Gbps. A more expensive active cable could maintain Thunderbolt 3’s full 
40 Gbps over distances greater than 0.5 meters. (The passive/active difference could also cause significant confusion if you connected two USB 3.x 
devices with a Thunderbolt 3 cable. A passive Thunderbolt 3 cable supported USB 3.1 at up to 10 Gbps, but an active Thunderbolt 3 cable shunted 
USB to separate wires in the port and cable, limiting the data rate to USB 2.0’s measly 480 Mbps.) 

All Thunderbolt 4 cables are required by spec to carry the maximum 40 Gbps data rate: shorter ones are passive and longer ones are active, but they 
aren’t labeled that way—there’s only a “Thunderbolt 4” cable type. They also all implicitly support USB4 because USB4’s 20 Gbps and 40 Gbps 
flavors are effectively a version of Thunderbolt 3. (USB-IF used Thunderbolt as the basis for most of USB4.) A Thunderbolt 4 cable can carry both 
Thunderbolt 3 and 4 at 40 Gbps and USB4 at 40 Gbps. 

However, the existing flavors of USB4 can’t access the “active” benefits: you can get 40 Gbps only using cables up to 0.8 meters (31.5 inches) in 
length. That’s a small improvement over Thunderbolt 3’s 0.5 meters. (Some makers claim they have 1-meter active USB4 cables, but I haven’t test-
ed any yet.) Beyond that length, what we should properly call a Thunderbolt 4/USB4 cable remains limited to the same 20 Gbps as Thunderbolt 3. 
If you knew that, pat yourself on the back—I had missed that distinction partly because there aren’t many USB4 40 Gbps devices on the market, and 
I own none. 

When we start getting USB4 80 Gbps controllers—the hardware in computers and peripherals that handles communication—they come with a 
magic upgrade: your existing Thunderbolt 4/USB4 cables will suddenly carry 40 Gbps between two 80 Gbps controllers as long as they’re 2 meters 
(6.6 feet) or shorter. The new controllers are more efficient at carrying data over longer distances without having to tap into the active circuitry in long 
Thunderbolt 4 cables. You get a cable upgrade without changing your cable. This kind of free improvement to existing hardware is unusual. 

If you want USB4’s full 80 Gbps over cable runs longer than 0.8 meters, you will have to purchase new active USB4 cables for that updated stan-
dard. These new cables will be compatible with Thunderbolt 4. 

Cable Matters announced a 3-meter (9.8 feet) active USB4 cable in January 2022 that’s supposedly fully Thunderbolt 4-compatible, but as of 
now, the $69.99 cable is marked out of stock, and I can’t find any evidence it ever shipped. Possibly, the cable will be retooled or relabeled for USB4 
at 80 Gbps. 

At the moment, the gold standard for the greatest compatibility and least fuss remains the Thunderbolt 4/USB4 cable, which is technically active 
for Thunderbolt 4 and passive for USB4 (see “OWC Releases Affordable Thunderbolt 4 Cables,” 17 March 2022). You’ll get the highest through-
put with that cable compared to any other in nearly every case. A standard Thunderbolt 4 cable will carry Thunderbolt 4 at 40 Gbps at any length, 
USB4 at 40 Gbps if up to 0.8m, and USB4 at 20 Gbps at longer runs. If you need 80 Gbps over USB4 in the future, you’ll have to budget for more 
expensive cables when it arrives.

https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/untangling/
https://www.monoprice.com/product?p_id=43325&hsa_acc=6614305189&hsa_cam=17490724715&hsa_grp=&hsa_ad=&hsa_src=x&hsa_tgt=&hsa_kw=&hsa_mt=&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ver=3
https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2022/01/05/2361851/0/en/Cable-Matters-Unveils-Active-USB4-Cable-with-40Gbps-Bandwidth-Support.html
https://www.cablematters.com/pc-1450-123-40gbps-active-usb4-cable.aspx
https://tidbits.com/2022/03/17/owc-releases-affordable-thunderbolt-4-cables/
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their 
website and see past and current cartoons and other things

http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS 
How to Customize Your Lock Screen in iOS 16 

by JOSH CENTERS 
iOS 16 is here, and the first thing you’ll notice is the new customizable Lock Screen. You can now create multiple Lock Screens, each with its own 

wallpaper, clock font, and widgets, and cycle through them much like Apple Watch faces. Beyond being able to increase the visual diversity of your 
iPhone experience, you can tie a Lock Screen to a Focus and switch your Focus by swapping Lock Screens. Similarly, the Lock Screen will automati-
cally change to match if the Focus switches on its own, such as due to a time-based trigger. 

Each Lock Screen can hold up to five monochromatic 
widgets. These are distinct from the Home Screen and 
Today View widgets, and they more closely resemble 
Apple Watch complications. They can display informa-
tion like upcoming Calendar appointments, Apple 
Watch charge level, Activity rings, and temperature, and 
they can also offer shortcuts to actions in particular apps. 
Third-party developers can create Lock Screen widgets, 
but the selection is limited right now, and there are some 
bugs we’ll discuss. 

Before you can customize a Lock Screen, you must 
create a new one by touching and holding the Lock Screen until it appears in the Lock Screen switcher, and then tap the blue plus button. (On an 
iPhone 14 Pro with the Always-On display, you have to make sure the 
screen is awake before you touch and hold, which Adam says is quite 
annoying.) 

Later, you can return here and tap Customize to alter that Lock 
Screen’s settings. But let’s first talk about how to create a new Lock 
Screen. 

Select a Lock Screen Wallpaper 
When you first install iOS 16, you’re given only the regular default 

Lock Screen, which cannot be customized, though it does pick up your 
existing Lock Screen wallpaper. (That lack of customization is confusing 

numerous people; we wouldn’t be surprised to see an update to iOS 16 
change it.) After tapping the blue plus button described above to create a 
new Lock Screen, you must first select a wallpaper type. 
If you find the wallpaper selection Screen confusing, you’re not alone. Along 
the top is a horizontally scrolling list of buttons for the main types of Lock 
Screen wallpapers: Photos, People, Photo Shuffle, Emoji, Weather, Astron-
omy, and Color. Below that is a vertically scrolling gallery of Lock Screen 
wallpapers, some preconfigured with widgets. Confusingly, the Collections 
category is available only in the gallery, not among the buttons. 
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I encourage you to play with all the wallpapers and their options 

because the combinations are nearly endless. If you decide you don’t 
like a wallpaper, tap Cancel in the upper-left corner to try a different 
one. However, you can do this only while creating a new Lock 
Screen. If you’re returning to customize an existing Lock Screen, you 
can’t change the Lock Screen wallpaper type—you must instead cre-
ate a new one. 

Let’s look at each of the categories: 
• Photos and People: Although Apple provided separate buttons 

for these, they’re actually the same, only with different photo-selec-
tion filters applied. Tap either one, and you’ll see the filters along 
the top: All, Featured, People, Pets, Nature, and Cities. Select any-
thing other than All, and Apple’s machine learning system will 
suggest associated images that will likely work well on the Lock 
Screen. (The Suggested Photos category in the gallery below pulls 
out a few of these photos—it’s just a visual preview that’s otherwise 
the same.) Why isn’t this sort of automatically filtered view avail-
able in Photos itself for identifying your best shots? 

Once you’ve chosen an image, you can swipe left or right to apply several 
image filters and see random sample fonts (which you can change later). The 
photo button in the lower-left corner lets you choose another photo. The ••• 
button in the lower-right corner lets you turn the Depth Effect on or off and 
sometimes make additional tweaks. 
What is Depth Effect? A problem with Lock Screen wallpapers is the clock 
often covers a key portion of the wallpaper. Apple again tapped into its ma-
chine-learning capabilities to make people’s heads float over the clock while 
keeping the time readable. However, this illusion disappears if you add widgets 
beneath the clock. You can also control it manually. (Or at least that’s the theory 
a n d 
w h a t 
works 
f o r 
Adam

—I couldn’t bring the depth effect back to the Lock Screen wallpaper above 
after adding and then removing widgets; the menu item remained disabled.) 
Depth Effect works with any suitable photo, not just those captured in Por-
trait Mode, though Portrait Mode photos offer a few more options. 
• Photo Shuffle: The concept of Photo Shuffle is simple: you select some 

photos, and your Lock Screen cycles through them every so often. How-
ever, there are a lot of settings here. First, you can choose categories of pho-
tos: People, Pets, Nature, and Cities. Tap Choose in the People line to 
select which people you want to show up in your photos. 

You can adjust the shuffle frequency from Hourly to On Tap (whenever 
you tap the Lock Screen), On Lock (as soon as your iPhone locks), or 
Daily. Alternatively, you can tap Select Photos Manually to do it all your-
self. If you’re going to head down that path, I recommend making and 
populating an album for Lock Screen images in Photos first, since it’s 
awkward to work in the All view. However you select the photos (up to 
50), tap to flip through them to make sure they work for you. If one 
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doesn’t, tap the ••• button in the bottom right to remove a photo from the rotation—it also provides an alternative way of setting the shuffle fre-
quency. You can again swipe left and right to change image filters. And, if necessary, the photo button on the bottom left lets you refine which 
photos are selected. 

• Emoji: The Emoji wallpaper lets you add up to six emojis to use as 
a background—it’s surprisingly effective given Apple’s attention to 
the artistic quality of many of the emojis. Once you’ve done that, 
you can swipe to change the pattern, choosing among several grid 
sizes and layouts. Tap the smiley in the lower left to choose different 
emoji or the ••• button in the lower right to change the back-
ground color. 

• Weather: The Weather wallpaper shows an animated background 
reflecting the weather conditions in your current location. 

• Astronomy: Space buffs will appreciate this wallpaper, which lets 
you swipe right to left to cycle through Earth, Earth Detail, 
Moon, Moon Detail, and Solar System. 

• Color: For those who don’t want Lock Screen distractions, the Color wall-
paper lets you choose a background color gradient from the color picker. 
Swipe left and right to try different lighting effects. 

• Collections: The Collections category, which appears only in the gallery, 
offers Apple-designed Lock Screen wallpapers like Unity, the classic Apple 
color stripes, the clownfish wallpaper from the original iPhone, and the 
iPhone 14 Pro wallpaper. 
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Choose the Clock Font and Color 
Once your wallpaper is dialed in, tap the clock to bring up a panel 
that lets you choose the font and color. Apple offers only eight font 
options. A limited set of color options appear below the font choices; 
swipe all the way to the right to tap the color wheel that lets you 
choose whichever color you want with the Grid, Spectrum, or Slider 
pickers. You can tap the globe icon in the upper left to switch from 
standard Arabic numbers to Arabic Indic or Devanagari. 

Add Widgets 
The Lock Screen becomes more functional when you add widgets, which 

has never before been possible. iOS 16 provides two distinct widget zones, a 
short one above the clock and a taller, wider spot below it. The two aren’t 
interchangeable—the widget zone above the clock holds only a single line of 
text or other controls, and it always displays alongside the date (which 
shrinks to make space) rather than replacing it. 

To add up to four more widgets below the clock, tap the zone below it (conveniently labeled Add Widgets). I say “up to” because these widgets 
come in two sizes: small ones that take up one slot and large ones that occupy two slots. You can mix and match any way that fits—four small wid-
gets, two large widgets, two small and one large—and there’s no requirement that you fill all four slots. 

iOS 16 suggests widgets at the top of the Add Widgets panel but does 
not describe what each does. Instead, scroll down to view widgets by app, 
where tapping one offers a description of what it does. Many apps provide 
multiple widgets—swipe left to see more—and add the desired widget by 
tapping it or dragging it into the desired slot. 

Once your widgets are in place, you can further configure them: 
• Move a widget: Drag the widget to the desired location—if you’re 

lucky. As with Home Screen widgets, this can be funky. When I have a 
large widget on the left and two small ones on the right, I can’t move 
the large widget to the right, although I can swap the two small widgets. 
If you get frustrated, delete the widgets and add them back in the de-
sired order. 

• Configure a widget: Some widgets have additional options, accessible 
by tapping the widget itself after you’ve placed it. For instance, tap the 
Stocks widget to choose which tickers to display or the City Analog 
widget clock to choose the timezone. 

• Delete a widget: Tap the minus button in the upper-left corner of a 
widget. 

Something Broken with Widgets? 
If you don’t see the third-party widgets you expect, it’s not your fault—
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there are bugs Apple has yet to stamp out. Many users and app developers are reporting that they do not see newly added widgets. 

I tested with two iPhones, both running iOS 16 with the same set of up-to-date apps. On the iPhone 11 Pro, I saw Things as a widget option, 
but not Todoist. On the iPhone 14, I saw Todoist but not Things. Then I installed Flighty on both iPhones, but its widget option did not appear 
on either. 

The developers of Hello Weather suggested uninstalling and reinstalling the app. I tried that but saw no difference. I also tried restarting both 
iPhones. That helped somewhat on the iPhone 11 Pro, with Todoist appearing alongside Things. But it made things worse on the iPhone 14, caus-
ing Todoist to vanish. The Halide team suggested temporarily changing your language in Settings > General > Language & Region to refresh the 
Lock Screen. I had no success with that workaround either. Adam Engst didn’t experience any of this weirdness, with the Agenda, CARROT 
Weather, Fantastical, Flighty, and Todoist widgets all appearing on his iPhone 13 Pro and iPhone 14 Pro once their apps were updated. 

If you have problems, first make sure all your apps have updated in the App Store app—tap your avatar in the upper-right corner and then tap 
Update All. It’s also worth trying all the suggestions above. But you may just have to wait until Apple releases a fix. 

Customize Your Home Screen Wallpaper 
Once you’ve customized the Lock Screen as you like, tap Add in the 

upper-right corner. That presents you with one last step: choosing be-
tween Set as Wallpaper Pair and Customize Home Screen. The first op-
tion sets both your Lock Screen and Home Screen wallpaper and usually 
works well, although the Home Screen wallpaper may be pretty bland. 

If you tap Customize Home Screen, you’re presented with four op-
tions: 
• Original: The Home Screen wallpaper Apple has chosen based on 

your Lock Screen wallpaper 
• Color: A single solid background color 
• Gradient: A single color with a subtle predefined color shift along the 

gradient 
• Photos: A custom photo from your library. As with the Lock Screen, 

iOS 16 suggests images for you and provides the same controls as the 
Photo wallpaper picker. 
If you chose a photo, you can tap the Blur button to choose whether or 

not to blur it down to a single background color. I prefer the blur because 
it prevents the photo from detracting from app icons and text, but its 
utility depends on your chosen image. 

Link a Focus to a Lock Screen 
I’ll save a deep dive into Focus in iOS 16 for another time, but for now, let’s briefly discuss how you can link a Lock Screen to a Focus. After setting 

up a custom Lock Screen, touch and hold the Lock Screen to open the switcher. (If necessary, switch to a different Lock Screen; you can’t link a Fo-
cus to your default Lock Screen.) You should see a Focus button toward the bottom. Tap it, and you’re presented with a list of your Focus modes—
tap one to connect it to that Lock Screen. 

One Lock Screen must remain unlinked; that’s the one that becomes active if no Focus is engaged. 
Remember, when you link a Focus to a Lock Screen, it’s a two-way street: switching to that Lock Screen activates that Focus, and activating that 

Focus switches to that Lock Screen. 

Switching Lock Screens 
We see two likely scenarios for creating and switching among multiple Lock Screens. First, just as with the Apple Watch, you may enjoy the visual 

diversity that the feature provides. Second, if you rely on Focus, you’ll likely both switch Lock Screens manually and discover that Focus has switched 
them for you automatically. 

To switch between Lock Screens manually, touch and hold the Lock Screen until the switcher appears, swipe to the one you want to use, and tap 
it to make it active. Remember, if you have linked a Focus to a Lock Screen, switching to that Lock Screen automatically activates that Focus, so 
make sure that’s what you want. 

Customizing Lock Screens Later 
Everything we’ve done so far has been in the context of adding new Lock Screens. But you don’t have to get everything right on your first pass. 

When you touch and hold the Lock Screen to enter the switcher, you can tap Customize to tweak a Lock Screen’s settings, which include changing 

https://www.culturedcode.com/
https://todoist.com/
https://www.flightyapp.com/
https://twitter.com/helloweatherapp/status/1569482829939224578
https://twitter.com/halidecamera/status/1569829019935449088
https://agenda.com/
http://meetcarrot.com/weather/
http://meetcarrot.com/weather/
https://flexibits.com/fantastical
https://www.flightyapp.com/
https://todoist.com/
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photos, selecting different widgets, and adjusting the font and color 
of the clock. 

What you can’t do is change a Lock Screen’s wallpaper type, so if 
you’re customizing an Astronomy Lock Screen, for instance, you can 
switch among the different views of the Earth and Moon, but you 
can’t turn it into an Emoji Lock Screen. That’s a minor limitation, 
but it’s easy enough to delete a Lock Screen and create a new one. 

Delete a Lock Screen 
Speaking of which, deleting a Lock Screen is simple: 

1. Touch and hold the Lock Screen to open the switcher. 
2. Swipe left or right until you’re at the Lock Screen you want to 

delete. 
3. Swipe up, much as you do in the App Switcher, to force-quit a 

frozen app. 
4. Tap the red trash button. 
5. Tap Delete This Wallpaper 

If you’ve updated to iOS 16, what’s your opinion of the new cus-
tomizable Lock Screens? Which wallpaper style is your favorite? 
Have you created multiple Lock Screens, and if so, did you do so 
just for variety, or is each one linked to a different Focus? 

iOS 16.0.2 Fixes Paste Permissions and iPhone 14 Pro Camera Shake 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Apple has released iOS 16.0.2 to fix a couple of annoying bugs, along with some other issues. iOS 16.0.1 was exclusive to the iPhone 14 mod-
els—see “iOS 16 Bug Tripping Up iPhone 14 Activations” (16 September 2022). 

The most notable fix is for a too-frequent prompt for permission when copying from 
one app and pasting into another. The prompt is part of Apple’s new pasteboard permis-
sion feature, which is intended to prevent unscrupulous developers from spying on your 
clipboard data. However, Apple said the prompt shouldn’t appear every time a user 
attempts to paste, and iOS 16.0.2 prevents that for those experiencing it. 

Also problematic was a now-fixed bug on the iPhone 14 
Pro models that caused camera vibration while using 
third-party apps. 
Other bugs corrected by iOS 16.0.2: 
• The display appearing completely black during device 

setup (this caused some consternation for both Adam 
Engst and Glenn Fleishman) 

• VoiceOver becoming unavailable after rebooting 
• Touch input being unresponsive on the iPhone X, 

iPhone XR, and iPhone 11 displays after being ser-
viced 
Finally, in a minor but extremely welcome change for 

users who lack eagle eyes, the text of iOS 16 release notes 
is no longer as insanely small as it was in iOS 14 and 
iOS 15. 
  iOS 16.0.2 has no published CVE security entries. You 
can install it from Settings > General > Software Update. 
The only reason to hold off is that Apple may be releas-

https://tidbits.com/2022/09/16/ios-16-bug-tripping-up-iphone-14-activations/
https://www.macrumors.com/2022/09/19/apple-executive-on-annoying-ios-16-prompt/
https://www.macrumors.com/2022/09/19/iphone-14-pro-camera-fix-next-week/
https://www.macrumors.com/2022/09/19/iphone-14-pro-camera-fix-next-week/
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ing another iOS update shortly to address a just-discovered bug—called Mailjack—that causes Mail to crash repeatedly if it receives a maliciously 
crafted email. VPN Tracker developer Equinux discovered the Mailjack bug and found that the workaround is to delete the offending message from 
another device or email app. 

Meditate for Free with the Oak App 
by JOSH CENTERS 

I’ve been listening to the audiobook of Tim Ferriss’s Tools of Titans, which documents the habits of highly successful people, and one of the many 
things they have in common (80% or so) is daily meditation. I meditated as a teenager when I dabbled in Zen Buddhism, but that was an increas-
ingly long time ago. I decided if that many high-performing people were meditating, it was worth giving it another shot. 

Studies have repeatedly demonstrated the benefits of meditation, including improved mental and physical health, lower blood pressure, and 
even improvements to your genes. Alas, sample sizes have been small or methodologies questionable, but it seems to be working for me. Anecdotal-
ly, I’ve noticed increased levels of focus and productivity and an improved ability to handle stressful situations. If I miss a day, I feel like I’m meander-
ing through a fog. 

The Elephants in the Room: Calm and Headspace 
Ferriss recommends the apps Calm and Headspace in the book. They sounded familiar, but I couldn’t put my finger on why. 
Both apps require an annual subscription fee, so I tested their free trials. They were fine, and I started seeing improvements in my focus and mental 

clarity in a few days. However, it felt silly paying an annual subscription fee to meditate—it’s just someone talking. What exactly are you paying for? 
As much as anything else, it seems to be celebrity meditations from the likes of Malcolm Gladwell and Matthew McConaughey. 

It turns out that I find celebrity voices distracting. I tried Calm’s meditation intended to help you get back to sleep, narrated by Jerome Flynn, who 
you may recognize as Bronn from Game of Thrones. So here I am at 4 AM, trying to get to sleep and thinking questions like: 
• What happened to his character in Game of Thrones? 
• Is he really into meditation, or is he struggling to find roles now? 
• How much does an actor make for doing these meditations? 
• What part of the UK is he from? 

Lovely voice but entirely too familiar. Needless to say, I didn’t get back to sleep. 
I liked the guided meditations but didn’t see a compelling reason to pay. Eventually, I remembered why these apps rang a bell: Timothy Buck 

wrote about Headspace for TidBITS a few years ago (see “Headspace: A Guided Meditation Companion,” 14 October 2019). 
I looked up that old article and saw that readers had suggested Oak as a free alternative. It’s now my only meditation app, and I think it’s all most 

people need. 

What Oak Offers 
Oak has a small set of both guided and unguided meditations: 

• Mindful (a simple meditation to focus on your breath) 
• Loving Kindness (in which you think of people and wish them happiness, health, and peace) 
• Unguided 

Along with a few short breathing exercises: 
• Deep Calm 
• Box 
• Awake 

And a couple of routines to help you fall asleep: 
• Relaxing Sounds 
• Guided Breath 

Each meditation has extensive customization options: duration, male or female instructor, background sounds, and whether or not you have a 
warmup. 

As someone with three kids and thus a noisy house, I appreciate the large library of background sounds, which includes things like cave water, 
fireplace, rain, Tibetan “om,” and simple white noise. They’re also helpful when trying to fall asleep because they help drown out the noise of your 
brain. You can adjust the volume of the instructor’s voice and the background sound separately. 

https://blog.vpntracker.com/major-new-ios-16-bug-gives-outsiders-power-to-disable-mail-access-iphone-ipad/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B082VKY29Q/?tag=tidbitselectro00
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2018/04/harvard-researchers-study-how-mindfulness-may-change-the-brain-in-depressed-patients/
https://www.wbur.org/news/2018/04/06/harvard-study-relax-genes
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/calm/id571800810
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/headspace-mindful-meditation/id493145008
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/14/headspace-a-guided-meditation-companion/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/oak-meditation-breathing/id1210209691
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Finally, you can enable a setting to link Oak to Apple Health, which updates your Mindful Minutes metric in the Health app. 
Once you’ve configured everything the way you want it—Oak remembers your choices for next time—tap Begin Meditation, and you’re off. 

There’s nothing more to it, nor should there be. 

What Oak Lacks 
Oak isn’t as full-featured as Calm and Headspace. The main thing you miss with Oak is variety. Calm and Headspace offer new meditations daily 

with different lessons or things to think about. I find those distracting. I just want a few minutes to clear my head, not be inundated with a message 
of the day. But if you need that novelty to keep you coming back, you may soon grow bored with Oak. 

Calm and Headspace also offer meditations for specific situations, while Oak doesn’t. I found these situational meditations akin to the dozens of 
ketchup options that all taste the same. Fundamentally, meditation is about breathing and clearing your mind, not addressing specific problems. 

And, of course, Oak doesn’t have any celebrity voices. Sorry, famous people, I just don’t find you relaxing. 

Dark Sky Fading; iOS 16’s Weather Brightens 
by ADAM ENGST 

A few years ago, Apple bought its way to better weather forecasts, as we covered in “Apple Acquires Dark Sky Weather Service and App” (31 
March 2020). Apple removed Dark Sky’s Android and Wear OS apps shortly after on 1 August 2020. It took a little longer than anticipated for 
Dark Sky’s core features to migrate to Apple’s bundled Weather app, but at least some of them did last year (see “Weather in iOS 15 Gains Precipi-
tation Notifications (But Do They Work Reliably?),” 17 November 2021). 

Now Apple has announced that the Dark Sky iOS app will cease to be available and will no longer provide weather data as of 1 January 2023. 
The Dark Sky API and website will hold on a few more months, until 31 March 2023, possibly to allow all of Dark Sky’s contracts to sunset. Apple’s 
new WeatherKit API allows developers to integrate Apple Weather forecast data into their apps. 

https://tidbits.com/2020/03/31/apple-acquires-dark-sky-weather-service-and-app/
https://tidbits.com/2021/11/17/weather-in-ios-15-gains-precipitation-notifications-but-do-they-work-reliably/
https://tidbits.com/2021/11/17/weather-in-ios-15-gains-precipitation-notifications-but-do-they-work-reliably/
https://blog.darksky.net/dark-sky-has-a-new-home/
https://developer.apple.com/weatherkit/
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This news should come as a shock to no one—Apple has 

been quite clear that Dark Sky was on borrowed time—but it 
does mean that Dark Sky fans will need to find an alternative by 
the end of the year. The obvious choice is Apple’s Weather app, 
which received several key new features in iOS 16. 

For those like me who are interested in hyperlocal weather 
patterns to see if you’ll get wet on your run or ride, Weather has 
added to the existing 12-hour animated forecast map (below 
left). The new next-hour forecast animation (below right) is far 
more detailed and likely to help you plan your outing. Switch 
by tapping the forecast name at the bottom, just to the right of 
the pause button. 

The other change is even more significant. When you tap the hourly 
forecast or a day in the 10-day forecast, Weather now displays a daily 
time-based graph of one of eight metrics: temperature, UV index, 
wind, precipitation, “feels like” temperature, humidity, visibility, and 
pressure. Switch by tapping the menu on the right side of the screen. 
You can also tap a day at the top or swipe left and right to navigate to 
other days in the 10-day forecast. 
   

My gripe with the daily graph 
screen is that it defaults to tempera-
ture rather than remembering what 
you had previously viewed. I’m less 
interested in temperature than pre-
cipitation most of the time, so I’d 
have to switch to the precipitation 
forecast manually every time. The 
workaround is to scroll down to the 
display of a particular metric on the 
main screen and tap that to jump 
directly to that metric’s graph 
screen. Better, but still fussy. 

Welcome as these features are, I 
don’t see myself using them. Apple’s 
Weather app may have integrated 
Dark Sky’s capabilities, but I don’t 
love its interface, particularly with 
the individual metric cards, which 
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are difficult to parse quickly. Ever since it became clear that Dark Sky was 
living on borrowed time, I’ve become fond of CARROT Weather and 
its interface construction set approach, which lets you tweak all the pos-
sible display options to your preferences (see “CARROT Weather Pre-
dicts Cloudy with a Chance of Snark,” 22 January 2018). Since 
CARROT also lets you pick from numerous weather services, including 
Dark Sky until next year and Apple Weather now, there’s no liability 
when it comes to data quality. (I admit to sometimes switching between 
services to see if I can shake loose a better forecast.) But of course, 
Weather is free, whereas CARROT’s advanced features—which also 
include Home and Lock screen widgets—require a Premium member-
ship. Well worth it for me since CARROT is among the apps Tonya and 
I use most frequently. 

How Apple’s Books App Has Changed in iOS 16 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Most app changes in iOS 16 are subtle, but Apple completely over-
hauled the EPUB reading interface in the Books app (PDF reading re-
mains unchanged). I found it bewildering at first and figured that you 
might too. So here’s a quick guide to finding your way around Books in 
iOS 16. 

To be clear, this is all about reading in Books—the app’s library inter-
face for finding and organizing books is largely unchanged from iOS 15, likely because much of it is online content from Apple Books laid out in 
Web-like scrolling views. 

The Reading Menu and Settings 
First off, when you’re reading an EPUB (again, as opposed to a PDF), Apple eliminated the toolbar at the top of the screen that could be sum-

moned or dismissed with a tap of the screen. Books now hides most of its controls in the reading menu, accessed by tapping a button that lives by 
default in the lower-right corner. 

 
Here’s what you’ll find: 

• Contents: Shows your current progress in the book and displays the table of contents when tapped 
• Search Book: Brings up the search panel 
• Themes & Settings: Provides access to preset themes and customization options 
• Share: Displays the Share sheet 
• Lock Orientation: Locks the orientation of the Books app to portrait, independent of how you’re holding the iPhone or your iPhone’s system 

setting 
• Bookmark: Adds or removes a bookmark on the current virtual page 
• Position Indicator: In scrolling mode, the position slider on the right displays your current progress, and you can drag it to navigate within the 

book quickly. 

Left: Apple’s Weather app; Right: CARROT Weather 

https://www.meetcarrot.com/weather/
https://tidbits.com/2018/01/22/carrot-weather-predicts-cloudy-with-a-chance-of-snark/
https://tidbits.com/2018/01/22/carrot-weather-predicts-cloudy-with-a-chance-of-snark/
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If you don’t like having the reading menu button on the right, you can switch it to the left in 

Settings > Books. While you’re there, peruse the other settings, especially Show Status Bar, 
which keeps the iOS status bar showing at all times while reading, instead of just temporarily 
when you tap the screen. On Face ID-equipped iPhones, keeping the status bar showing at all 
times avoids the awkwardness of text disappearing under the notch or Dynamic Island. 

Bringing up the reading menu also displays a subtle progress indicator at the top of the screen 
that tells you how many pages you have left in the current chapter. That progress indicator—
plus another one at the bottom that tells you you’re on page X of Y—also appears with a tap on 
the screen. It’s all the same information that the iOS 15 version of Books kept at the bottom of 
the screen when the toolbar was showing, but it can be harder to parse due to sitting on top of 
the book text in a darkish gray-on-lightish gray bubble. 

Creating and Deleting Bookmarks 
When I first started using Books in iOS 16, I 

found myself accidentally creating bookmarks. I 
eventually realized that Books now creates a 
bookmark when you double-tap the screen, which 
is easy to do inadvertently. Fortunately, another 
double-tap removes the bookmark from a page. 

When you create a bookmark, a new entry ap-
pears in the reading menu: Bookmarks & High-
lights, which you can tap to see your bookmarks 
and highlights. Tap one to navigate to it. When 
you’re done with a bookmark, swipe right-to-left to 
reveal a delete icon. 

Navigation within a Book 
Books now defaults to vertical scrolling instead 

of horizontal page flips (but that can be reversed in 
the Themes & Settings panel), and the skeuomor-
phic page flip animation is gone. You can jump to 
the start of any chapter using the table of contents 
or scroll quickly through the book using the posi-
tion slider. 

However, once you start scrolling, even though a 
line marks your previous location, the slider doesn’t 
snap to it, making it nearly impossible to scroll 
back to your previous location. Plus, how would 
you return to your previous location after navigat-
ing using the table of contents or a bookmark? 

Fortunately, there’s a solution. 
When you jump around in a book using the table of contents, a bookmark, or the position slider, a button appears in the upper left, showing the 

previous page location and giving you the option to jump back to your previous location. Once you return to a previous location, that left-hand 
button changes to let you jump back another step, and another button appears on the right to enable you to jump forward to your spot before the 
jump back. It’s just like the back and forward buttons in a Web browser, but with page numbers. 
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Finally, in another change associated with the loss of the toolbar from the previous version of Books, there’s no longer a Back button to return to 
the main Books screen. Instead, tap the ever-present X button at the top right of the screen to return to your library. 

Customizing Book Looks 
Finally, let’s look at the Themes 

and Settings panel, which lets you 
adjust how a particular book 
looks and works. Most prom-
inent are six preconfigured 
themes that combine font, size, 
color, and background settings. 
They’re the only way to change 
the background color, but you 
can change the other settings 
independently: 
• Along the top, tapping the 

small and large A buttons re-
duces or increases the text size. 

• The next button (a tiny page 
with a position slider, if you 
look closely) toggles the book 
between vertical scrolling and 
horizontal page flips. 

• The far-right button lets you 
manually choose between 
Light Mode and Dark Mode. 
Alternatively, Match Device 
matches whatever your system 
setting is, and Match Sur-
roundings uses the sensors in 
your iPhone to adjust the light 
mode automatically. 
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Tap Options to select a particular 

font (with a few more choices than 
in the past) or turn bold text on or 
off. Even more welcome than the 
new fonts and bold option are the 
new Accessibility & Layout options. 
If you turn on Customize, you can 
adjust line spacing, character spac-
ing, and word spacing; toggle full 
justification; and allow multiple 
columns. 

If you do a lot of reading in 
Books, do you find these changes 
helpful or just different? And have 
you noticed any other changes from 
the previous version? 
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Audio Hacks from TidBITS Sponsor Rogue Amoeba 
by ADAM ENGST 

We’re pleased to welcome Rogue Amoeba back as a TidBITS sponsor for the next few issues. This month, Rogue Amoeba is celebrating its 20th 
anniversary, which is an awful lot of generations when you’re a single-celled organism. During that time, the company has extended its pseudopods 
deep into the world of Mac audio with a collection of apps for recording audio (Audio Hijack and Piezo), controlling and enhancing audio from 
devices and apps (SoundSource), streaming audio around your home or office (Airfoil), editing audio (Fission), routing audio between apps and 
devices (Loopback), and even adding canned audio to performances (Farrago). 

 
Thanks to reasonable pricing and a desire to keep things straightforward, Rogue Amoeba almost never has sales. However, the company is making 

an exception for its 20th anniversary with a 20%-off sale—now’s your chance to add some additional apps to your Mac audio toolbox. You don’t 
need any coupon codes or special URLs to get this deal. Just visit Rogue Amoeba’s website to save 20% off any purchase. Act soon, though, because 
this sale ends with September. 

What might you want to do with Rogue Amoeba’s apps? Apart from the obvious use cases core to each app, we wanted to share some of the weird 
and wonderful ways users have leveraged Airfoil, Loopback, and Farrago. 

Play Audio through Two Apple Studio Displays 
We admit that this is very much a first-world problem. Imagine you, like one very fortunate Rogue Amoeba user, have not one but two Studio 

Displays. You want to play your audio through the displays simultaneously, which is enough of a trick in itself. But you want to go further—you 
want the left stereo chan-
nel to come out of the left-
hand Studio Display and 
the right stereo channel to 
emanate from the right-
hand Studio Display. The 
solution? Loopback, 
which lets you create a 
virtual device, split the 
incoming audio into left 
and right channels, and 
direct each to a different 
Studio Display, playing 
each channel through 
both speakers in the dis-
plays. If I were doing this, 
I’d probably lower the 
volume on the two “in-
side” speakers (the right 
speaker on the left display 
and the left speaker on the 
right display) to account 
for the different distances. 
But sadly, I lack two Stu-
dio Displays. 

Mac & macOS

https://rogueamoeba.com/
https://rogueamoeba.com/audiohijack/
https://rogueamoeba.com/piezo/
https://rogueamoeba.com/soundsource/
https://rogueamoeba.com/airfoil/
https://rogueamoeba.com/fission/
https://rogueamoeba.com/loopback/
https://rogueamoeba.com/farrago/
https://rogueamoeba.com/
https://rogueamoeba.com/loopback/
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Play Vinyl Records through an Ecobee Thermostat 

On Twitter, user “Boston” shared a short video showing a turntable playing 
audio through a thermostat. The video demonstrates how he connected the 
turntable to a Zoom Handy Recorder, which then fed the audio into an iMac 
Pro. That’s funky but mostly a matter of cabling. The unexpected part is that the 
Ecobee SmartThermostat can function as an AirPlay speaker, so Boston’s next 
step was to use Airfoil to route the incoming audio from his turntable over to his 
thermostat. What’s next, playing an 8-track tape through an AirTag? 

Make a Robot Baby Cry 
It’s only a robot! In the HBO TV show The Rehearsal, Nathan Fielder helps 

people rehearse difficult conversations or life events by simulating them with sets 
and actors. In Episode 2, “Scion,” Fielder helps a woman considering mother-
hood by hiring child actors in order to simulate adopting and caring for a baby. 
However, due to Oregon child protection laws, the production must replace the 
real baby actors with a robot baby at night. (And a good thing, too!) Unsurpris-
ingly, the robot baby cries frequently but authentically, a trick that the producers 

achieve by watching a live feed of a real baby crying and tapping buttons 
in the soundboard app Farrago to play different recordings (perhaps 
made with Audio Hijack?) of equivalent crying through the robot baby. 

Broadcast Whale Songs to a Shipwide Sound System 
You’re researching whales (bear with me on this), and you need to monitor their songs (occasionally useful for saving the planet). For this, you use 

a hydrophone—a special microphone designed for picking up sounds in water, where sound travels about 4.4 times faster than in air. That’s easy 
enough, but what do you do with the audio signal you get out of the hydrophone? If you’re thinking like one marine biologist/Rogue Amoeba user, 
you send the audio into a Focusrite Scarlett 2i2 audio interface and then into an iMac. Where, of course, you feed it to Airfoil and transmit it 
around your office, er… ship to every device you have. There’s probably some recording with Audio Hijack going on too. Perhaps we should start 
broadcasting actual whale songs into space as well to offset Hollywood’s depictions. 

Complicated Audio Professional Solutions 
Several other stories that Rogue Amoeba shared sounded cool if you’re an audio developer or professional who needs to route audio in unusual 

ways. For instance, if you need to test something against a 6-channel output device, Loopback is your friend. Another audio pro was having trou-
ble with the digital audio workstation software Ableton stuttering due to relying too heavily on one or two CPU cores, even when there were 20 
available. The workaround was to move the master chain to Reaper, another digital audio workstation app, and then connect the two using Loop-
back to be able to work on it in Ableton while listening to it through the master chain in Reaper. I fully admit that I have no idea what all that 
means, whereas I’m sure there are audio folks nodding their heads and thinking, “Huh. That’s an interesting solution.” 

We certainly don’t expect you to read this article and think, “Wow, I need to record whale songs with Audio Hijack, set up a soundboard with 
Farrago, and tap buttons to play the songs through my thermostat using Airfoil.” But if you want to record a VoIP call, live performance, or Web 
stream and then work with that audio in many different ways, check out Rogue Amoeba’s apps. 

https://zoomcorp.com/en/us/handheld-recorders/
https://www.ecobee.com/en-us/smart-thermostats/smart-wifi-thermostat-with-voice-control/
https://support.ecobee.com/s/articles/Setting-up-and-using-Siri-and-AirPlay-on-your-SmartThermostat-with-voice-control
https://www.hbo.com/the-rehearsal
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt21116396/
https://www.startrek.com/news/the-biggest-lesson-from-star-trek-iv-the-voyage-home-isnt-talked-about-enough
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrophone
https://focusrite.com/en/usb-audio-interface/scarlett/scarlett-2i2
https://www.seti.org/seti-institute/project/details/broadcasting-message
https://twitter.com/dceddia/status/1544339601875259392
https://www.ableton.com/en/
https://www.reaper.fm/
https://rogueamoeba.com/
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Membership Application Form 
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bar-
gains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY: 

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00  
  JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00 

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date  

Name 
 Street Address 
 City/State/ZIP 

 Home Telephone 
 E-mail Address

Have you previously been a member of SMMUG? 
How did you learn about SMMUG? 

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG   
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me. 
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us 

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Col-
orado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices. 

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.  

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can partici-
pate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate memberships 
are granted. 

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings. 

http://www.smmug.org

